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ABSTRACT
The effect of surface waves on air–sea momentum exchange over mature and growing seas is investigated
by combining ocean wave models and a wave boundary layer model. The combined model estimates the wind
stress by explicitly calculating the wave-induced stress. In the frequency range near the spectral peak, the NOAA/
NCEP surface wave model WAVEWATCH-III is used to estimate the spectra, while the spectra in the equilibrium
range are determined by an analytical model. This approach allows for the estimation of the drag coefficient
and the equivalent surface roughness for any surface wave fields. Numerical experiments are performed for
constant winds from 10 to 45 m s21 to investigate the effect of mature and growing seas on air–sea momentum
exchange. For mature seas, the Charnock coefficient is estimated to be about 0.01 ; 0.02 and the drag coefficient
increases as wind speed increases, both of which are within the range of previous observational data. With
growing seas, results for winds less than 30 m s21 show that the drag coefficient is larger for younger seas,
which is consistent with earlier studies. For winds higher than 30 m s21, however, results show a different trend;
that is, very young waves yield less drag. This is because the wave-induced stress due to very young waves
makes a small contribution to the total wind stress in very high wind conditions.
1. Introduction
Estimation of the wind stress (drag coefficient Cd or
roughness length z0) over the sea surface is one of the
most crucial issues in oceanic and atmospheric mod-
eling, including tropical cyclone and storm surge mod-
eling and forecasting. Although the wind stress has been
a subject of study for over 50 yr, present parameteri-
zations of the wind stress have still significant limita-
tions, especially in high wind conditions (Jones and
Toba 2001).
One of the main uncertainties regarding the roughness
length estimation is the effect of the ocean surface wave
field. There have been a number of studies that relate
the equivalent roughness to wave parameters, such as
the wave age (cp/u*), where cp is the phase speed atpeak frequency and u
*
is the friction velocity, repre-
senting the state of growth of wind waves relative to
Corresponding author address: Il-Ju Moon, Graduate School of
Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, Narragansett, RI 02882.
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local wind forcing (e.g., Toba et al. 1990; Smith et al.
1992; Johnson et al. 1998; Drennan et al. 2003). But
their results are far from conclusive.
Several approaches have been developed to predict
the drag coefficient by explicitly calculating the wave-
induced stress, that is, the stress supported by surface
waves (Janssen 1989; Chalikov and Makin 1991; Makin
et al. 1995; Makin and Mastenbroek 1996; Makin and
Kudryavtsev 1999; Hara and Belcher 2004). These ap-
proaches are based on conservation of momentum over
the ocean surface, which requires that the total stress is
independent of height in the lower part of the atmo-
spheric boundary layer (i.e., the wave boundary layer).
The total stress inside the wave boundary layer is ex-
pressed as the sum of the turbulent stress and the wave-
induced stress except inside the viscous sublayer. Since
the wave-induced stress supports a significant part of
the total stress near the water surface, the turbulent stress
must be reduced. In most studies, eddy viscosity models
are used to relate the reduced turbulent stress with the
mean wind profile to estimate the drag coefficient (Jans-
sen 1989; Chalikov and Makin 1991; Makin et al. 1995;
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Makin and Kudryavtsev 1999). Hara and Belcher (2004)
introduced a new model based on the combination of
momentum conservation and energy conservation inside
the wave boundary layer. They used an analytical form
of the equilibrium surface wave spectrum (Hara and
Belcher 2002) to obtain an analytical expression for the
equivalent surface roughness over mature seas, and in-
vestigated how the equivalent roughness depends on
different external parameters. While most past studies
treated surface waves as superposition of linear sinu-
soidal wave components, effectively neglecting the ef-
fect of surface breaking waves, Kudryavtsev and Makin
(2001) and Makin and Kudryavtsev (2002) included the
effect of wave breaking in a wave boundary layer model
and predicted significant increase of the drag coefficient
at high winds and over younger wave fields.
In order to predict the air–sea momentum flux in real
wave fields using wave boundary layer models, predic-
tion of realistic directional spectra is an important pre-
requisite. There have been considerable efforts made to
predict the directional spectra of surface waves (e.g.,
WAMDI Group 1988; Komen et al. 1994). Recently, a
new ocean surface wave model, WAVEWATCH III
(Tolman 2002b), was developed at the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration/National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NOAA/NCEP) in the spirit
of the wave model (WAM; WAMDI Group 1988). The
WAVEWATCH III (WW3) has been validated over a
global-scale wave forecast and a regional wave forecast
(Tolman 1998, 2002a; Tolman et al. 2002; Wingeart et
al. 2001) and consistently showed a good performance.
Under hurricane conditions, where wave prediction is
most difficult due to complicated and quickly varying
wind forcing in time and space, Moon et al. (2003) have
evaluated the performance of wave spectral simulation
using the WW3. This study has shown that the model-
simulated hurricane directional spectra are in very good
agreement with the observed spectra obtained by Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s
(NASA’s) scanning radar altimeter in Hurricane Bonnie
(1998).
In this study we investigate the effect of surface
waves on air–sea momentum flux over mature and grow-
ing seas. The atmospheric surface layer is assumed to
be neutrally stable, and no stability corrections are made
throughout this study. In the frequency range near the
spectral peak, WW3 is used to estimate the wave spec-
tra, and the spectra in the high-frequency range (equi-
librium range) beyond the model resolution are param-
eterized by an analytical model developed by Hara and
Belcher (2002). The full wave spectrum is then intro-
duced to the wave boundary layer model of Hara and
Belcher (2004) to calculate the drag coefficient and wind
stress.
While Hara and Belcher (2004) treated the wind stress
as a scalar quantity since the wave field was assumed
to be symmetric relative to the mean wind direction, we
treat the stress as a vector quantity. This is because, for
the complex seas forced by nonuniform and nonsta-
tionary winds, the existence of dominant waves that
propagate at a large angle to the local wind may influ-
ence both the magnitude of the wind stress and the angle
between the wind stress and the mean wind (Smith 1980;
Geernaert 1988; Rieder et al. 1994; Bourassa et al. 1999;
Grachev et al. 2003). The method allows us to estimate
the stress vectors and to investigate the alignment be-
tween the local wind and wind stress.
The present paper focuses on the effect of mature and
growing seas forced by uniform winds on the momen-
tum fluxes. For this purpose, a set of idealized experi-
ments is designed for constant and spatially uniform
winds from 10 to 45 m s21. The effects of complex seas
forced by nonuniform wind, especially under tropical
cyclones, are investigated in the companion paper
(Moon et al. 2004).
A brief outline of the WW3 is given in section 2. The
analytical model of wave spectra in equilibrium range
is introduced in section 3. Section 4 describes the wave
boundary layer model. Section 5 presents the detailed
procedure to determine drag coefficient using the full
wave spectrum and the wave boundary layer model.
Sections 6 and 7 describe experiments with constant
winds from 10 to 45 m s21 to investigate drag behavior
in mature and growing sea conditions, and these results
are compared with available observational data. The
summary and conclusions are given in the last section.
2. Wave spectrum near the peak
Surface wave spectra in the frequency range near the
spectral peak are estimated by a well-tested ocean sur-
face wave model, WAVEWATCH III (WW3). The
WW3 explicitly accounts for wind input, wave–wave
interaction, and dissipation due to whitecapping and
wave–bottom interaction. It solves the spectral action
density balance equation for directional wavenumber
spectra. The implicit assumption of these equations is
that the medium (depth and current) as well as the wave
field varies in time and space scales that are much larger
than the corresponding scales of a single wave. The
source terms of the WW3 use nonlinear wave–wave
interactions using a discrete interaction approximation
(DIA) modified by Tolman and Chalikov (1996), input
and dissipation from Tolman and Chalikov (1996), and
bottom friction from the Joint North Sea Wave Project
(JONSWAP) as used in the WAM (WAMDI Group
1988). A detailed description of the model is given by
Tolman (2002b).
The parameters of the WW3 used in this study are
1800 s (time step and wind input interval), 24 directions
(directional resolution), 1⁄128 3 1⁄128 (spatial grid reso-
lution), and 2000 m (water depth). The grid is regularly
spaced by a longitude–latitude grid. It extends 3000 km
in the south–north direction and 1500 km in the east–
west direction. The wave spectrum is discretized using
40 frequencies extending from 0.0285 to 1.1726 Hz
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(wavelength of 1.1–1920 m) with a logarithmic incre-
ment f n11 5 1.1 f n, where f n is the nth frequency. The
WW3 provides output of two-dimensional directional
wave spectra, as well as mean wave parameters such as
significant wave heights (4 ), mean wavelengthÏE
(2p ), mean wave period (2p ), mean wave di-21 21k s
rection, peak frequency ( f p), and peak direction. Here,
E is c( f, u) df du, k is the wavenumber, s is the`2p# #0 0
radian frequency, c( f, u) is the frequency spectrum, and
the overbar denotes E 21 zc( f, u) df du for a`2p# #0 0
parameter z (Tolman 2002b). The peak (dominant) fre-
quency is calculated from the one-dimensional frequen-
cy spectrum using a parabolic fit around the discrete
peak. The peak (dominant) wavenumber (wavelength)
is calculated from the peak frequency using the disper-
sion relation.
3. Tail of wave spectrum
The present approach to estimate the wind stress by
calculating the wave-induced stress requires wave spec-
tra in the whole frequency range beyond the resolution
of the WW3. It is known that ocean surface wave spectra
at high frequencies (unresolved by the WW3) attain an
equilibrium state, called an equilibrium range (Phillips
1977), and that short waves in the equilibrium range
dominate the roughness of the sea surface. In this study
the equilibrium range of surface wave spectra is param-
eterized using the analytical model of Hara and Belcher
(2002). The model predicts that the directional wave-
number spectrum c(k, u) and the degree of saturation
B(k, u) in the equilibrium range are expressed as
24c(k, u) 5 B(k, u)k
211/21 ks 1/2 245 1 1 h(u) k (1)1 2[ ]c c kb u
with
p
3/2c 5 [h(u)] cosu du, (2)u E
2p
where k is the wavenumber, u is the wave direction
relative to the mean wind direction, cb is a coefficient
in the wave growth rate parameterization, and h(u) is
the directionality of the wave growth rate. (See the ap-
pendix for more details of the model.) We set cb 5 40,
following Plant (1982), and cu 5 3p/8 corresponding
to h(u) 5 cos2(u)(2p/2 , u , p/2), h(u) 5 0 ( | u | $
p/2). The equilibrium spectrum depends on a single
parameter ks, called a sheltering wavenumber. In this
study the sheltering wavenumber is determined empir-
ically so that the spectral tail is smoothly connected to
the WW3 spectrum as described in section 5.
4. Wave boundary layer model
In this study we employ the wave boundary layer
(WBL) model developed by Hara and Belcher (2004)
to estimate the mean wind profile inside the WBL and
the drag coefficient. We choose this particular model
mainly because it obviates the need to introduce an em-
pirical eddy viscosity parameterization. The model is
based on the combination of momentum conservation
and energy conservation inside the WBL. The momen-
tum conservation requires that the total stress vector ttot ,
which is the sum of the turbulent stress vector tt(z) and
the wave induced stress vector tw(z), is constant inside
the WBL:
t 5 t (z) 1 t (z),tot t w (3)
where z is the vertical coordinate measured (upward)
from the instantaneous water surface. The energy con-
servation is expressed as
d dP dP9(u · t ) 1 1 2 r « 5 0, (4)tot adz dz dz
where u is the mean wind vector, P is the vertical trans-
port of the kinetic energy of the wave-induced motions,
P9 is the vertical transport of the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, ra is the air density, and « is the viscous dissipation
rate of the turbulent kinetic energy. The dissipation rate
is parameterized in terms of the turbulent stress:
3/2[|t (z)/r |]t a«(z) 5 , (5)
kz
where k is the von Ka´rma´n constant. Both the wave
induced stress vector tw(z) and the kinetic energy trans-
port P(z) of the wave-induced motions may be calcu-
lated explicitly if the wave spectrum is known. The
gradient of the turbulent kinetic energy transport
dP9/dz is negligibly small relative to the other terms in
(4) inside the WBL. Therefore, for a given wind stress
vector ttot and a given wave field, Eq. (4) can be inte-
grated up to the top of the wave boundary layer to
estimate the mean wind vector, the drag coefficient, and
the equivalent surface roughness. The full details of the
WBL model of Hara and Belcher (2004) are given in
the appendix.
5. Procedure of stress vector calculation
As schematically shown in Fig. 1, the wind stress
vector and the vertical wind profile are estimated as
follows.
1) The surface directional wave spectrum near the spec-
tral peak is evaluated in WW3 with a given 10-m
wind input.
2) The WW3 output is truncated at a cutoff frequency
f c.
3) For frequencies above f c, the tail part of the spec-
trum is specified by the equilibrium wave spectrum
model.
4) The full wave spectrum is then introduced to the
WBL model. The wind stress vector and the vertical
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FIG. 1. Flowchart for surface momentum flux estimation.
wind profile are estimated in the following three
steps.
1) Starting with an initial estimate of the surface
viscous stress vector, the wave-induced stress
vector and the total wind stress vector are eval-
uated by integrating the product of the momen-
tum input rate and the spectrum of the surface
waves.
2) The vertical mean wind profile is calculated based
on the WBL model up to the top of the wave
boundary layer.
3) The 10-m wind speed vector is calculated and
compared with the initial wind input of the WW3.
If they do not agree, go back to step a with a
modified estimate of the surface viscous stress
vector. This iteration is repeated until the result
converges using the Newton–Raphson method.
a. Determination of cutoff frequency
In step 2 we define a cutoff frequency (wavenumber),
where the WW3 spectrum is truncated and is connected
to the equilibrium spectrum. This is because the WW3
uses its own parametric high-frequency tail in the equi-
librium range, which is different from that used in this
study. The WW3 defines its own cutoff frequency as
3.0 f pi to connect the prognostic spectrum and the para-
metric high-frequency tail. Here, f pi is the peak input
frequency of actively generated waves (Tolman 2002b).
In the WW3, f pi is estimated from the equivalent peak
frequency of the positive part of the input source term
to obtain consistent estimation of the f pi even in com-
plex multimodal spectra (Tolman and Chalikov 1996).
In this study, we define the cutoff frequency f c as 3.0 f pi ,
which is the same as that of the WW3. The correspond-
ing cutoff wavenumber is defined by kc 5 (2p f c)2g21.
b. Estimation of sheltering wavenumber
In step 3 the sheltering wavenumber of the equilib-
rium spectrum model is determined so that the WW3
and equilibrium spectra (integrated in all angles) are
continuous at the cutoff frequency (wavenumber). If we
assume that the equilibrium range is established for kc
, k, the sheltering wavenumber (ks) is determined from
the integration of Eq. (1) over all angles as
p 
1/2h(u) duE 2p1 k 5 k 2 1 , (6)s c pc cb u
c(k , u) du E c
2p 
where kc is the cutoff wavenumber and c(kc, u) is the
WW3 directional wavenumber spectra at kc.
More details of step 4 are given in the appendix.
Important wavenumbers and stresses defined in this
study and schematic picture of the wind stress calcu-
lation with height are presented in Fig. 2.
6. Results for mature seas
The effect of waves on air–sea momentum exchange
for mature and growing seas is investigated by a series
of numerical experiments, which are performed for spa-
tially homogeneous winds from 10 to 45 m s21. We
assume that northward winds blow over the whole mod-
el domain of 3000 km by 1500 km (in latitude and
longitude directions) with 2000-m water depth. A cen-
tral point at the northern part of the domain, where the
effect of the model boundary is negligible, is selected
to obtain the mean wave parameters and surface wave
spectrum. The significant wave height (Hs) and mean
wavelength (L) simulated with different wind speeds are
presented in Fig. 3. They become constant within 72 h
from the onset of the wind, suggesting that the wave
field becomes fully developed. For the highest wind
speed (45 m s21), the simulated values reach up to 47
and 960 m, respectively.
a. Fully developed (mature) wave spectra
Mature (fully developed) surface wave spectra ob-
tained at 72 h after the onset of wind are used for the
present analysis. As explained in section 5, the spectral
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FIG. 2. Schematic picture of momentum flux calculation with
heights.
FIG. 3. Time series of (a) the significant wave height Hs and (b)
mean wavelength L simulated with spatially homogenous winds from
10 to 45 m s21.
tail is attached to the WW3 spectra at k 5 kc. Although
this process ensures that the magnitude of B(kc), which
is the integrated degree of saturation over all angles at
kc, is matched between the WW3 output and the equi-
librium range parameterization, the directionality of the
spectra is not necessarily identical. Hara and Belcher
(2004) set the directionality of the growth rate to be
h(u) 5 cos2(u), which yields the directional spreading
of the equilibrium spectra being proportional to h1/2(u)
5 cos(u).
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the directional-
spreading function used in the equilibrium spectral mod-
el and the directional spreading simulated from the
WW3 at different frequencies for various wind speeds.
From the figure, the directional-spreading function of
Hara and Belcher (2004) represents quite realistic di-
rectional spreading at the cutoff frequency of 3.0 f pi.
Figure 5 shows the degree of saturation B(k) over
mature seas in the full range of wavenumbers at different
wind speeds. The figure shows that B(k) in the equilib-
rium range increases, and the cutoff wavenumber de-
creases as wind speed increases.
The sheltering wavenumber ks is a single dynamical
variable to determine the equilibrium spectrum. For a
fixed k the spectrum level increases as the sheltering
wavenumber decreases. Figure 6 shows the sheltering
wavenumber ks estimated from the present approach
versus the friction velocity u
*
for mature seas. The value
is compared with two different estimates (solid and
dash–dot lines) made by Hara and Belcher (2004), based
on Banner and Peirson (1998) and Phillips (1985). The
present results from the WW3 simulation are roughly
in the middle of the lower and upper bounds of ks es-
timated from the previous two approaches based on ob-
servational data. This agreement further confirms that
the WW3 yields reliable estimates of the surface wave
field.
b. Momentum flux over mature seas
The nondimensional roughness length [or Charnock
coefficient (Charnock 1955)] against the friction veloc-
ity for mature seas estimated from the present model is
presented in Fig. 7. Our model results depend on one
empirical coefficient d, the normalized height of the
inner layer (Belcher and Hunt 1993). Here, we have set
d 5 0.01 so that our results of the Charnock coefficient
best agree with previous observations of about 0.011
(e.g., Smith 1988; Fairall et al. 1996; Taylor and Yelland
2000). Hara and Belcher (2004) argue that d should be
of O(0.05) if it is interpreted as a blending height (Ma-
son 1988). However, our estimates of the Charnock co-
efficient with d 5 0.05 are about 0.03 ; 0.04, which
is somewhat larger than the commonly used values for
mature seas.
There are several possible explanations why the es-
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FIG. 4. Directional spreads of the WW3 spectra at different frequencies simulated with spatially homogenous winds of 10, 20, 30, and 40
m s21 in mature seas condition. Thick solid line represents the directional-spreading function used by Hara and Belcher (2004). Here, f pi
represents the peak input frequency.
timates with d 5 0.05 suggested by Hara and Belcher
(2004) overestimate the Charnock coefficient.
1) The value of d is indeed smaller than 0.05; that is,
the wave-induced stress decays faster than the pre-
diction by Mason (1988).
2) The wave spectrum is overpredicted by WW3 or the
equilibrium spectrum parameterization. If the true
spectrum is lower than our model result, then d
should be larger than 0.01 to obtain similar values
of the Charnock coefficient.
3) The wave boundary model by Hara and Belcher
(2004) overpredicts the surface wave effect; that is,
the model underestimates the viscous dissipation rate
of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) inside the wave
boundary layer. If the true surface wave effect is
smaller, then d should be larger than 0.01 to obtain
similar values of the Charnock coefficient.
Further theoretical and observational studies are needed
to examine these possibilities.
The present estimates in Fig. 7 show that the Char-
nock coefficient is mostly independent of wind speed
except it is slightly larger at the lowest wind speed of
10 m s21. Our results therefore do not agree with those
of Fairall et al. (2003), which suggest that the Charnock
coefficient increases with wind speed from 10 to 18
m s21. However, as discussed in the same paper, the
behavior of Charnock’s coefficient at wind speeds above
10 m s21 remains controversial because of the uncer-
tainty of available field data.
Next, we present the estimates of drag coefficients Cd
as a function of 10-m wind speed and compare them
with empirical formulas based on various observations
(Fig. 8). The Cd estimated from our model is consistent
with most observation-based formulas for wind speeds
below 26 m s21. There are few observations over 26
m s21 wind speed for mature seas. Bulk formulas with
a Charnock constant between 0.008 and 0.0185, ex-
tending up to 50 m s21 wind, are most commonly used
in the numerical modeling community (thick dash–dot–
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FIG. 5. Degree of saturation obtained from the WW3 and the an-
alytical model for constant winds of 10, 20, 30, and 40 m s21 in
mature seas (thin lines). Thick solid lines without symbols indicate
the analytical form of the equilibrium degree of saturation, obtained
by Hara and Belcher (2002), at ks 5 1, 10, 100, and 1000 rad m21.
Symbols indicate cutoff wavenumbers where the WW3 spectra are
connected to the equilibrium spectra.
FIG. 7. Nondimensional roughness length vs friction velocity u
*for mature seas estimated from the present model for constant winds
from 10 to 45 m s21 in steps of 5 m s21 using d 5 0.01. Lines indicate
a Charnock coefficient of 0.008 (dashed line) and 0.0185 (dash–dot
line).
FIG. 6. Sheltering wavenumbers ks vs friction velocity u
*
for mature
seas. Squares indicate estimates from the present model for constant
winds from 10 to 45 m s21 in steps of 5 m s21. Solid lines indicate
upper and lower bounds of sheltering wavenumbers ks based on the
data of Banner and Peirson (1998). Dash–dot lines indicate estimates
based on the data collated by Phillips (1985).
FIG. 8. Drag coefficients vs wind speeds at 10 m for mature seas.
Square symbols indicate estimates from the present model for con-
stant winds from 10 to 45 m s21. Plus symbols are the internal es-
timates of the WW3. Lines indicate empirical formulas based on
various observations.
dot and and dash–dot lines, respectively). In high winds,
Cd estimated from the present model lies in the middle
of this range. The WW3 calculates drag coefficients
internally, which are shown in Fig. 8 (1 symbol). These
values are generally consistent with the bulk formula
using a Charnock constant of 0.0185.
Figure 9 shows the mean wind profiles simulated with
the wind speed of 15 and 45 m s21 in mature sea con-
ditions. Just below the top of the wave boundary layer
(indicated by squares), the wind profile becomes slightly
steeper because the loss of the kinetic energy of the
mean flow is enhanced due to the energy flux into sur-
face waves. However, the slope of the wind profile rap-
idly decreases toward the bottom of the wave boundary
layer (indicated by diamonds) because the viscous dis-
sipation of the TKE is reduced corresponding to the
reduced turbulent stress. Above the top of the wave
boundary layer, the wind profile is simply logarithmic
corresponding to a constant turbulent stress. If this log-
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FIG. 9. The mean wind profiles simulated with spatially homoge-
nous winds of 15 and 45 m s21 in mature sea conditions. Solid lines
represent the results of the present WBL model, and dotted lines
represent the logarithmic wind profiles using our estimates of the
roughness z0. Diamonds and squares indicate the bottom and top of
the WBL, respectively.
FIG. 10. Degree of saturation obtained from the WW3 and the
analytical model for constant winds of 15 (thin lines) and 45 m s21
(thick lines) at different wave development stages (at 1, 6, 12, and
72 h after the onset of the wind). Thick solid lines without symbols
indicate degree of saturation at ks 5 1, 10, 100, and 1000 rad m21.
Symbols indicate cutoff wavenumbers, which connect the WW3 spec-
tra to equilibrium spectra.
FIG. 11. Sheltering wavenumbers ks vs wave age cp/u
*
, which are
estimated from the present model for constant winds from 10 to 45
m s21 at different wave development stages (every 10 min up to
1 h, every 1 h from 1 to 6 h, and every 3 h after that time).
arithmic profile is extended to zero wind speed, it gives
the estimation of the equivalent roughness length z0.
7. Results for growing seas
In the previous section, we have shown that the pre-
sent model with the WW3 yields the Charnock coeffi-
cient that is consistent with the analytical results by Hara
and Belcher (2004) for mature seas, except that the em-
pirical coefficient d must be reduced from 0.05 to 0.01.
The model by Hara and Belcher (2004) is not applicable
for growing seas since their model assumes that all
wind-forced waves are in the equilibrium range; that is,
the peak of the spectrum is outside the wind forcing
range (u
*
/cp , 0.07). This condition is not satisfied for
growing seas. With the WW3, however, we may ex-
plicitly calculate the spectrum near the peak and esti-
mate the drag coefficient at any stages of the wave evo-
lution.
a. Wave spectrum of growing seas
As before, we first construct the full wave spectrum
by connecting the WW3 directional spectra and the equi-
librium spectra. Figure 10 shows the degree of saturation
for constant winds of 15 and 45 m s21 estimated at
different wave development stages. The figure shows
that for 15 m s21 B(k) in the equilibrium range and kc
decreases as the wave field matures, while trends for 45
m s21 are different and more complicated. In very strong
wind conditions, kc decreases with wave evolution
(time), but B(k) in the equilibrium range increases with
wave evolution in earlier stages and then reduces in later
stages.
The estimated sheltering wavenumbers ks for constant
winds from 10 to 45 m s21 are plotted against the wave
age cp/u* in Fig. 11. The figure shows that ks varies
with wave development from 10 min to 72 h after the
onset of wind. At the lowest wind speed of 10 m s21,
the wave age is already larger than 10 at 10 min. In
contrast, at the highest wind speed of 45 m s21, the
wave age is less than 3 at 10 min. It takes more than
9 h for the wave field to reach the wave age of 10. In
general, the sheltering wavenumber ks decreases with
wave age for cp/u* , 10 and increases with wave age
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FIG. 12. Nondimensional roughness length vs wave age cp/u
*
,
which are estimated from the present model for constant winds from
10 to 45 m s21. Dashed and dash–dot lines are empirical estimates
by Toba et al. (1990) and Donelan (1990), respectively. A solid line
represents a Charnock constant of 0.0185.
FIG. 13. Drag coefficients vs wind speeds at 10 m (thick lines),
which are estimated from the present model at different wave de-
velopment stages (1, 6, 12, and 72 h after the onset of the wind).
Thin solid lines indicate empirical formulas based on observations.
Bulk formulas based on the Charnock constants of 0.008 (thin dashed
line) and 0.0185 (thin dash–dot line) are extended up to 50 m s21
wind. Symbols indicate the internal estimates of the WW3.for cp/u* $ 10. Therefore, for a higher wind ($20
m s21), ks first decreases and then increases, while, for
a lower wind (,20 m s21) ks simply increases with wave
evolution. This can be interpreted as the level of the
equilibrium spectrum in very young waves is quite low
at very high wind conditions.
b. Drag coefficient for growing seas
Figure 12 shows the estimated nondimensional rough-
ness length (Charnock coefficient) versus wave age
cp/u* at different wave development stages (same as inFig. 11). With growing seas, present results for winds
less than 30 m s21 show that the Charnock coefficient
is larger with younger seas except at very early wave
stages, which is consistent with earlier studies. Depen-
dence on the wave age is most pronounced at 10 m s21
and gradually decreases as wind speed increases. For
winds higher than 30 m s21, present results show a quite
different trend; that is, very young waves yield a smaller
Charnock coefficient and it increases with the wave age.
The Charnock coefficient is mainly determined by the
two factors: the width and the level of the wind-forced
part of the spectrum. The width monotonically increases
as the wave age increases, while the level increases with
the wave age for cp/u* , 10 but decreases later. There-fore, for very young waves cp/u* , 10 at higher winds,
the Charnock coefficient must increase because both the
width and the level increase. For cp/u* . 10, the spectral
width increases but the level decreases. Therefore, the
trend of the Charnock coefficient is not trivial. Our mod-
el calculation suggests that at lower winds the decrease
of the spectral level dominates and the Charnock co-
efficient decreases, while at higher winds the widening
of the spectrum dominates and the Charnock coefficient
increases.
This trend, indicating that younger waves produce
lower zch at high wind speeds, is consistent with that of
Toba et al. (1990), although their estimates are signif-
icantly larger. Makin and Kudryavtsev (2002) predicted
that breaking waves might significantly enhance the
wind stress (or Charnock coefficient), particularly over
younger seas. This enhancement may provide an ex-
planation of the difference between our results with
Toba et al. (1990). We emphasize that this latter trend,
that is, the Charnock coefficient increases with the wave
age at an earlier stage, is observed only at very high
winds because this earlier stage lasts less than 1 h and
is simply not observable at lower winds.
Figure 13 shows drag coefficients against wind speeds
at 10 m in different wave development stages (time).
The estimated drag coefficients increase as wind speed
increases and are between the two lines based on bulk
formulas with the Charnock constants of 0.008 and
0.0185. Closer examination shows that young waves
produce higher drag for winds less than 30 m s21, while
young waves yield less drag for winds higher than 30
m s21. For young waves at very high winds, the esti-
mated Cd shows a leveling-off with wind speed. This
is because the wave-induced stress due to very young
waves makes a relatively small contribution to the total
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wind stress in extremely high wind conditions as dis-
cussed earlier.
It is interesting that Cd estimated from the internal
prediction of the WW3 shows a different trend with the
present results; that is, Cd decreases significantly with
the wave development, especially in high wind condi-
tion. In the WW3 Cd is estimated parametrically with
the dependence of wave age following Janssen (1989)
and Tolman and Chalikov (1996). This yields higher
drag at young seas regardless of wind speed. The WW3
also shows a capping of Cd, especially in very early
wave stages of high wind speed, but this is due to the
limitation of a numerical range in internal calculation
of Cd. Here it should be noted that the WW3 is a well-
tuned surface wave prediction model and the dissipation
term is empirically parameterized so that the results
agree with observations. Since our model calculation
suggests that the WW3 overestimates the wind stress
and wind forcing, it is possible that the dissipation term
is also overestimated in the model.
Recently, Powell et al. (2003) reported the drag co-
efficient derived from observed wind profiles using hun-
dreds of GPS sondes launched from aircraft in tropical
cyclones. It is among the first estimates made in a hur-
ricane and in high wind speeds above 30 m s21. From
this study, they found that the drag coefficient deter-
mined by the wind profile method above hurricane force
shows a leveling off as the winds increase. This result
is qualitatively consistent with the present trends show-
ing a capping of Cd in very young waves under very
high wind conditions.
8. Summary and conclusions
The effect of surface waves on air–sea momentum flux
over mature and growing seas has been investigated by
combining the WW3 ocean wave prediction model, the
equilibrium spectrum model by Hara and Belcher (2002),
and the wave boundary layer model by Hara and Belcher
(2004). The combined model predicts the wind stress by
explicitly calculating the wave-induced stress. This meth-
od allows us to estimate the wind stress vector for mature
and growing seas as well as complex seas.
In numerical experiments performed for constant
winds from 10 to 45 m s21, the effect of mature and
growing seas on air–sea momentum flux is investigated.
For mature seas, the Charnock coefficient is estimated
to be about 0.01 ; 0.02 and the drag coefficient in-
creases as wind speed increases, which are within the
range of previous observational and theoretical studies.
With growing seas, our results for winds less than 30
m s21 show that the drag coefficient is larger for younger
seas except at very early wave stages, as is consistent
with earlier studies. For winds higher than 30 m s21,
however, our results show a different trend; that is, very
young waves yield less drag and it increases with wave
ages. Our results, showing a capping of Cd in very young
waves, are qualitatively consistent with recent estimates
of Powell et al. (2003) at very high wind speed (over
40 m s21) obtained from the measured wind profiles in
tropical cyclones.
As suggested by Makin and Kudryavtsev (2002),
breaking waves may significantly enhance the wind
stress, particularly over younger seas. We expect that
inclusion of breaking waves in the present model may
significantly enhance the wind stress over younger seas,
leading to more realistic estimation of the wind stress.
However, even the most accurate measurement of break-
ing waves in the last few years indicates significant
uncertainty. Our understanding of breaking processes is
still very limited. Therefore, it is not feasible at present
to include the breaking wave effect in our model and
to quantify the breaking wave effect. Other factors, such
as sea spray, may play an important role in the air–sea
momentum exchange. Nevertheless, we emphasize that
the trend of decreasing Charnock coefficient with very
young seas found in this study is likely to be robust,
simply because there are not as many waves (whether
breaking or not), both in magnitude and in the wave-
number range, to support the momentum flux compared
to the more developed stage.
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APPENDIX
Model of Wave Boundary Layer and
Equilibrium Spectrum
a. Momentum conservation in the wave boundary
layer
Following Hara and Belcher (2004) the total stress
vector, which is constant inside the WBL, is expressed
as the sum of the turbulent stress and the wave-induced
stress,
t 5 t (z) 1 t (z),tot t w (A1)
and the wave-induced stress is obtained by integrating
the contribution from waves of all scales,
k p1
t (z) 5 b (k9, u)r sc(k9, u)F(z; k9)w E E g w
k 2pm
3 cosu du k9 dk9. (A2)
Here, bg is the wave growth rate, rw is the water density,
s is the wave angular frequency, c(k, u) is the surface
wave height spectrum, F(z; k) is the vertical decay func-
tion of the wave induced stress due to waves at a wave-
number k, and km, k1 are the minimum and maximum
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wavenumbers of the wind-forced waves, respectively.
If the decay function is approximated by a step function,
F(z; k) 5 1 (z # d/k) and F(z; k) 5 0 (z . d/k), where
d is the normalized height of the inner layer (Belcher
and Hunt 1993), the wave-induced stress at a height z
is simply
d/z p
t (z) 5 b (k9, u)r sc(k9, u) cosu du k9 dk9,w E E g w
k 2pm
d/k # z , d/k ; (A3)1 m
that is, it is equal to the integration of the momentum
flux to surface waves in the wavenumber range of km
, k , d/z. Above the wave boundary layer (d/km # z)
the wave-induced stress is zero and the turbulent stress
is equal to the total wind stress. Very near the water
surface (z , d/k1) the turbulent stress is constant and
is equal to the stress supported by viscosity inside the
viscous sublayer, denoted by tn.
The wave growth rate bg applied to waves at a
particular wavenumber k is assumed to be determined
not by the total wind stress ttot but by the turbulent
stress evaluated at the top of the inner layer, which
is called a local turbulent stress and is denoted by
(k). Using (A3) the local turbulent stress may belt t
expressed as
lt (k) 5 t (z 5 d/k)t t
k p k p1
5 t 2 b (k9, u)r sc(k9, u) cosu du k9 dk9 5 t 1 b (k9, u)r sc(k9, u) cosu du k9 dk9,tot E E g w n E E g w
k 2p k 2pm
(A4)
and the growth rate bg is written as
l |t (k)|tc s h(u 2 u ), k . kb t m2r c wb (k, u) 5 (A5)g 
0, k # k , m
where ra is the air density, c is the wave phase speed,
and ut is the direction of the local turbulent stress. Fol-
lowing Plant (1982), we set cb 5 40 and km 5
0.072g/ with | ttot | 5 ra . The directionality h(u) of2 2u u* *
the growth rate is set to be h(u) 5 cos2(u)(2p/2 , u
, p/2), and h(u) 5 0 ( | u | $ p/2). In Hara and Belcher
(2004) d is set to be 0.05 following Mason (1988). How-
ever, in this study we determine d empirically so that
the drag coefficient at lower wind speeds is consistent
with the previous observations and parameterizations.
This is the only tuning parameter in the model since the
other parameters are all well constrained.
Equations (A4) and (A5) show that if the surface
viscous stress tn and the surface wave spectrum are
given, the local turbulent stress (k), the turbulent stresslt t
(z), and the total wind stress ttot can be calculated bylt t
integrating (A4) from k 5 k1 to k 5 km. In this study
the upper bound of the wavenumber range is set as k1
5 400 rad m21 because Hara and Belcher (2004) have
shown that the results of the drag coefficient are insen-
sitive to the choice of k1 provided it is chosen to be
above 400 rad m21. Important wavenumbers defined in
this study and a schematic picture of the wind stress
calculation are presented in Fig. 2.
Once the vertical profile of tt(z) is determined, the
mean wind profile is obtained from the energy conser-
vation constraint as described next.
b. Energy conservation in the wave boundary layer
Following Hara and Belcher (2004) the total energy
budget inside the wave boundary layer is expressed as
d dP dP9(u · t ) 1 1 2 r « 5 0, (A6)tot adz dz dz
which states that the difference between the shear pro-
duction and the viscous dissipation is balanced by the
divergence of the total energy flux (P 1 P9), where P
is the vertical transport of the kinetic energy of the
wave-induced motion, P9 is the vertical transport of the
turbulent kinetic energy, and « is the viscous dissipation
rate. It is further assumed that the largest contribution
to P is from the pressure transport, which, at the water
surface, is equal to the energy flux into surface waves.
Hence, we may write
k1
˜P(z) 5 F (k)F(k, z) dk,E W
km
d/z
˜5 F (k) dk, d/k # z , d/k , (A7)E W 1 m
km
with
p
˜F (k) 5 b (k, u)r gc(k, u)k du. (A8)W E g w
2p
Here, the same vertical decay function F(k, z) has been
applied to the pressure-transport as to the wave-induced
stress. We further assume that the divergence of the
turbulent transport term is smaller than the other terms
in the energy balance, as in a homogeneous rough wall
boundary layer.
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The viscous dissipation rate at a height z is param-
eterized in terms of the turbulent stress at the same
height:
3/2[|t (z)/r |]t a«(z) 5 , (A9)
kz
where k is the von Ka´rma´n constant.
Introducing (A7), (A8), and (A9) into (A6), the ver-
tical gradient of wind vector is expressed as
du u* t dtot5 , z $ (A10)
dz kz |t | ktot m
3/2du d d r t (z)a t
˜5 F k 5 1W2 1 2 ) )[ ]dz z z kz ra
t (z) d dt3 , # z , (A11)
t (z) · t k kt tot 1 m
3/2du r t t da n n5 , z # z , . (A12)n) )dz kz r t · t ka n tot 1
Since our model explicitly calculates the wave-induced
stress due to waves of all scales, the bottom boundary
condition for the wind profile calculation is given in
terms of the equivalent roughness scale zn of the viscous
sublayer,
na
u 5 0 at z 5 z 5 0.1 , (A13)n 1/2|t /r |n a
where na is the air viscosity. On integrating (A10)–
(A12) in z from the lower boundary to a 10-m height
with u being continuous at k 5 k1/d and k 5 km/d, we
may estimate the mean wind vector at 10 m.
In this study it is necessary to calculate the wind stress
vector for a given 10-m wind speed vector. We therefore
start with an initial estimate of the surface viscous stress
vector tn and calculate tt(z) and ttot using (A4) and
(A5). The results are then introduced to (A10)–(A12)
to estimate the 10-m wind speed vector. The calculated
10-m wind speed vector is compared with that used for
the WW3 input wind vector. If they do not agree, we
go back to the calculation of the total and turbulent stress
with a modified estimate of the surface viscous stress
vector.
In the present model, the height of the WBL is always
much less than 10 m [for the highest wind speed (45
m s21), the height of the WBL is about 1.4 m]. Note
that the WBL model uses a wave-following coordinate
system. Our 10-m wind speed is a quantity calculated
from the wind stress and the equivalent roughness z0.
Only if the significant wave height is much less the
10 m, our 10-m wind speed actually corresponds to the
wind speed measured at 10 m above the mean water
level. In addition, the wave boundary layer is so thin
that the stability correction is not necessary inside. The
WBL model basically determines the equivalent rough-
ness length (z0). In this study, we assume that the at-
mospheric surface layer is neutrally stable. However, if
the atmospheric surface layer is stable or unstable, our
results can be used to estimate the roughness length (or
the neutral drag coefficient) and the stability correction
may be made in a straightforward manner.
c. Equilibrium spectrum
In the above calculation of the wind stress vector and
wind speed vector, we need the surface wave spectrum
in the entire wavenumber range (km , k # k1). While
the spectrum near the peak is estimated by the WW3,
the tail part is parameterized using the analytical model
of the equilibrium spectrum by Hara and Belcher (2002).
In the equilibrium range we may assume that the wave
field and the wind field are aligned. Therefore, from
here on we set u 5 0 as the mean wind direction and
consider the stress component in the wind direction
only. Following Phillips (1985), it is assumed that the
wind input Sv to the wave action is proportional to the
cube of the local wave spectrum,
1/2 29/2 24 3S 5 b (k, u)g k B(k, u) 5 agk B (k, u),v g
(A14)
where B(k, u) 5 k4c(k, u) is the degree of saturation
and a is a nondimensional proportionality constant.
From (A14), the degree of saturation is expressed in
terms of the growth rate as
21 21/2 21/2 1/2B(k, u) 5 [a b (k, u)g k ] .g (A15)
If (A15) is introduced into (A4), we obtain an integral
equation for (k), which can be solved aslt t
21/2 1/2k 1 k1 sl lt (k) 5 t (k ) , (A16)t t 1 1/2 1/21 2k 1 ks
and the corresponding degree of saturation is obtained as
211/21 ks 1/2B(k, u) 5 1 1 h(u) , (A17)1 2[ ]c c kb u
with
p
3/2c 5 [h(u)] cosu du. (A18)u E
2p
Here, ks is called the sheltering wavenumber and rep-
resents the wavenumber at which the local turbulent
stress begins to be affected by sheltering by the longer
wavelength waves. At low wavenumbers (k K ks), (k)lt t
becomes constant and B(k, u) is proportional to k1/2,
while (k) decreases like k21 and B(k, u) becomes in-lt t
dependent of k at high wavenumbers (k k ks).
In summary, the equilibrium spectrum of Hara and
Belcher (2002) is determined by a single dynamical var-
iable, ks. For a fixed wavenumber k, the degree of sat-
uration B(k) monotonically increases as the sheltering
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wavenumber ks decreases. This spectrum is used to rep-
resent the tail part unresolved by the WW3 and is con-
nected with the WW3 spectrum to construct the full
wave spectrum, as described in section 5.
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